Activity as Arrive
IDEAS FOR SIMON SEZ NO OUT
Freeze Dance
Clap Position (with sound, like huh)
Get to clap position, then once, twice, etc.
Welcome in new people
Hands normal
Words and pix mismatch
No flinch
Introduce to partners
Debrief (JED):
- What we just did is “making downtime funtime”
- When walked in, could have sat around waiting, looked at phones, or maybe just
felt awkward if you didn’t know anyone in room
- Instead….fun activity to make downtime funtime
- What we are here to discuss
- Also, need to model behavior for staff like we did here. Actions speak louder then
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words….need to walk the talk!
- Bonus Debrief! (ROZ)
- Why great camp game?
- For those that focus on building life skills or 21st century skills, does it in a fun
way….
- Listening Skills
- Cooperation/ collaboration (instead of competition)
- OK to laugh at yourself
- Practice makes you better at everything!
- Everyone can have a seat….
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ROZ
3:30 – 5 MRPA
Thanks for joining us.
Announcements from Conference….
Love this session because lots of play.
ALSO….a fun benefit of technology…you are going to help determine the content in
a few minutes.
Going to talk about how you make every minute of the camp day a unique & special
part of the experience.
We will explore the different times in the camp day when staff can easily transition
down-time into fun-time using creative games, activities, songs, dances and more.
Can email presentation. Don’t waste paper…give cards at end to email or sign
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sheet.
To get attention:
Yo: respond Yo Yo Clap!
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MRPA ONLY
Brief intro of who we are…
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Play.
Why?
Our Belief is:
To Hear is to forget
To See is to remember
To Do is to learn
Best way to learn these activities is to DO Them. We believe in this philosophy and
it is how we create all of our conference sessions and staff trainings.
Let’s get started…
Introduce Yo/Yo Yo Clap if haven’t already
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JED
When is down time? Examples of Downtime? (Roz record and * any of 6 key)
Key 6:
Staggered Arrival
At Lunch
Rainy Days
Transition Time
Arriving Early
Transportation
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JED
Brainstorm on Pad
Why, always start with why….why important to make downtime fun?
Safety
Most memorable times
Eliminate “boredom”
Culture
Could be high % of total (transitions = 1 week of 8 at mcdc)
Continuity and flow of day
Build connections and community
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JED
Here are 6

Ideas not mutually exclusive
Some only work in 1 category, and some categories can only work with some
Others can be used anytime/anywhere
Likely won’t have time for all 6….you will decide order to review and we will get
through as many as possible.
Trying some relatively new technology here….
Take out Cell phone….
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Poll Title: Please Select the Down Time Area(s) you are most interested in learning
about today... (Multiple Answer)
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/VBdiWxT8N22CANg
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JED
Pick the first area.
At end of each section, same screen to pick next area….
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MRPA
ROZ
Daily Start
Returning from individual Activity or Trip or Hike
Staff or camper Orientation
The challenge is people arriving at various times
Activities need to have short rounds, easy to understand, work with almost any size
group or groups
Planned, so don’t need to be “no prop”
Helpful to have assistant(s) for leader to help integrate those coming late…
No out Simon Sez great example. Can join in at anytime as arrive. Encourage to
do so, quick explain
Find Somebody Who...Leader begins by saying, “Find somebody who…” filling in
the blank
Options are endless. Here are a few:
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…has the same number of brothers and sisters as you
…shares the same favorite color as you
…was born in the same month as you, etc.
Everyone finds a partner who matches their response.
Once you find your partner, clasp hands in the air so the leader knows they are
ready.
After short amount of time, the leader begins next round of “Find Somebody Who…”
and recent adds join in
Word Scramble- Give everyone a pipe cleaner (bigger the better)
- Each person will make their pipe cleaner into the first letter of their first name
- NOTE: Need to get some vowels!
- Leader will give a topic.
- On the "go" signal everyone will "scramble" to find other participants to make
words that fit the topic.
- The words can be real words or acronyms or abbreviations that represent the
answer.
- Example: For Car companies, could use VW or BMW (Abbreviations) or Chevy
(nickname) or Chevrolet
- Ideas to use: Activity at Camp, a state in the US, a color, a persons name
- As additional people arrive, helper gives a pipe cleaner, gets it into letter, gets
ready to join in next round.
- How Are We Alike – See handout. Need pens and papers. This is planned, not a
no=prop game. Midway through, take one circle and split up and send to other
circles to simulate new people arriving.
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JED
Pick the first area.
At end of each section, same screen to pick next area….
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JED
General Conversation Starters: What is your favorite movie and why? What did you
do today that you’ve never done before? What was best thing you did so far today?
More Specific:
Guest of Honor (Go around table and everyone asks guest of honor a question so
all get to know them better and find things have in common – another life skill
builder: making friends)
Crazy Questions/If (If you could have 1 superpower, what would it be?)
Would you Rather (would you rather be inside on a sunny day or outside on a rainy
day?)
Random vs. Intentional
If Random, make sure staff have materials to execute.
Like everything to be intentional (programed all 5 days at lunch)
Guest of Honor – every 1st day of session or when new camper joins
group
Crazy Questions and Would You Rather by days
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Every Day specific theme at lunch:
Talk About it Tuesday
Would You Rather Wednesday
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JED
Songs and Cheers
again intentional for us. By group
chance to build spirit if part of your culture
Sitting Games aka table games
COME TO MY PARTY: This is similar to Green Glass Door if you have every
played that. First person thinks of a “word criteria” and invites everyone to their
party. “I’m having a party and I would like all of you to come, but you need to bring
something to the party and it needs to be the right thing for you to be able to come.
I’m bringing _____ “ (as an example). The next person says “I’m coming to the
party and I’m bringing a ___.” If that works, the leader says “you can come to my
party.” If it doesn’t, they say “You can’t bring a (whatever they said), but you can
bring a _____ “ (Similar item that fits the criteria). Keep going until everyone is
coming to the party.
Demonstrate at one table with starts with the letter “C”: Candy, Chocolate,
Cupcakes, Cards, a Car, Crayons, Cantaloupe, Comic book, Canteen, Cup.
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Then each table play own round with someone starting their own. Examples if
needed: Any Double letter, Double Vowel, Double Consonant, Rhymes with
something, Number of Syllables, 2 words that start with same letter, alphabetical
order, all items end with the same letter, etc.
Buzz: Leader picks a number. (illustrate with 4). Go around the circle and start
counting. One number per person. When get to a number that contains the number
chosen or is a multiple of it, say buzz. Start over every time mess up with the person
after whoever messes up. Everyone play using number 3. To make harder, can add
second number with bing and third number with bang.
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JED
Pick the first area.
At end of each section, same screen to pick next area….
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ROZ
- Lots of things we can control at camp
- Weather is not one of them
- Can control how we respond to bad weather.
- Have Pre-Set plans for activities to do on rainy days.
- Some depend on indoor space available.
- All shared today can be easily organized in most indoor spaces
Small Space Tag Games: Going to play a few today that are particularly good on
rainy days in tight space.
Walking Tag:
- Everyone pairs up.
- Pick one person to start as it.
- Give not it 3 seconds to walk away, then it person tries to tag them.
- Every time tagged, reverse who is it.
- Also, leader announces switch, or blows a whistle a few times to ensure that
everyone gets a chance to be it.
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Popcorn Tag:
- All players hop up and down on both feet
- When the person who is “it” tags a player, the two immediately join hands. The
two combined “its” set out to tag other hoppers. As each person is tagged, they
join the hopping chain until there is only one hopper left.
Slow Freeze Tag:
- Choose someone to be “it”.
- Players, including it, run in slow motion.
- When “it” tags someone, the person tagged becomes “it” and the tagger freezes in
the position they were in when they tagged.
- Those frozen stay in that position and become obstacles for the rest of the game.
- The last person to remain unfrozen is the winner.
- If playing with a large group, can start with multiple players as it and remain with
multiples throughout the game.
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ROZ
MRPA
Incorporations
Details on Separate Sheet
Finding Nemo
Game we just recently learned from Jim Cain that I really like.
Everyone closes Eyes. Leader walks around giving the rules while tapping one
person on shoulder to be Nemo.
After open eyes, everyone shakes hands with others as quickly as possible. Ask
each person if Nemo? If not, move on to next person.
Person who is Nemo says NO to first 5 people who ask. On 6th person, they say
yes.
Person who finds nemo lines up behind him/her with hands on shoulders.
Once see people moving, every other participant joins line behind Nemo as quickly
as possible and see who get on line last.
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JED
Pick the first area.
At end of each section, same screen to pick next area….
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JED
Big part of day in day camp
Regular games adapted to move around your site:
Little bit of practice with each…
Red Light/Green Light: As group walks from one activity to the next, Counselor in
front says Green Light and everyone can walk. If Counselor in front says Red Light,
everyone has to stop. Counselor goes back and forth at different intervals between
Red Light and Green Light to make the walk a fun game.
What time is it Mr. Fox: As group walks from one activity to the next, Campers ask
Counselor in front “What time is it Mr. Fox?” Counselor says a number and
Campers need to walk that many steps. After they walk the number of steps, they
repeat, “What time is it Mr. Fox?” Counselor says a different number and Campers
walk that many steps. Pattern repeats until the group reaches their destination.
Robot: Work as partners
One is Robot, one is controller
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Robot can only move based on controller commands
Robot should have hands out in front as “bumpers”
Start/Stop is middle of back (on/off)
To turn, touch right or left shoulder
Need to follow leader to get to destination
But controller needs to make sure doesn’t bump into anyone or anything
Can also do it with robot’s eyes closed
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ROZ
John Jacob:
John Jacob Jingle Heimer Shmidt
His name is my name too (mine too)
Whenever we go out
The people always shout
Here comes John Jacob Jingle Heimer Shmidt
Da da da da da da da (run backwards)
PLAY: Crazy Walking:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 (normal steps)
9 10 11 12 (big slow steps)
Don’t mind us we’re just a little crazy (while dancing crazy)
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JED
Secret Agent: Sneak around camp so no one sees
Fly: Act like an airplane
Statues: Group starts moving forward. Leader yells “Sculptures” or “Statues” and
everyone must freeze in that position until you say go again.
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JED
Pick the first area.
At end of each section, same screen to pick next area….
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ROZ
Or finishing early, etc.
Rock the Boat
Rock the boat
Don’t tip it over
Rock the boat
Don’t tip it over
HEY ROZ
Hey what?
HEY ROZ
Hey what?
CAN YOU ROCK THE BOAT?
No way
CAN YOU ROCK THE BOAT?
Okay
She slides, she slides
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She gets on her horse and rides
She dips, she dips
She shakes her little hips
She wants you yeah you
To rock the boat too
PLAY: Banana Song
See Next Slides….
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ROZ
PLAY: Banana Song
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ROZ
PLAY: Orange Song
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JED
UNDERCOVER LEADER: AKA Chief. Everyone in the group sits in a circle. One
person leaves the group while the rest decide who is going to be the Undercover
Leader. Once they decide, the group begins following the Undercover Leader, doing
whatever he/she is doing: clapping, snapping, making funny faces, etc. The person
returns and watches the group to see who the Undercover Leader is. When that
person figures it out, a new person is chosen.
Rock Paper Scissors Options:
Regular (Start with GO, not Shoot)
Same you’re out
Entourage
Giant team
Full Body
Slide
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JED
Pick the first area.
At end of each section, same screen to pick next area….
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ROZ
Trips could be day trips, or to pool, or field, etc.
I Spy: See something on the bus. Ask questions to get what it is….
20 questions: Always remind staff and campers that must be “camp appropriate”
Mad Libs: Store bought, online, or create your own.
PLAY: Virtual Hide & Seek: Pick a place inside your house to hide, and imagine
you are there. You can be any size, so you can hide in the silverware drawer, inside
the toilet, in the dryer, wherever you can imagine! The others ask yes/no questions
only, i.e. "Are you in the kitchen?" until they narrow it down to the room, area and
then....find you! Kids love this game because it's so fun to hide in places you'd not
really fit into. You may have to clarify no hiding between walls and in plumbing!
PLAY: Pass it Up: For this game, we need to split the bus into two sides. Try to
balance how many Campers are on each side and Camper ages. Any empty rows
should be at the back of the bus. You will be the leader of this game and call out an
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object. The first side to pass the object from Camper to Camper and get that object
up to the leader gets a point. No Throwing or else don’t get a point.
SOME IDEAS TO ”PASS UP” (FEEL FREE TO BE CREATIVE)
A Blue Pen
Baseball Cap
Red Sneaker
Something with the name of a footbal team
Water bottle
Sunglasses
Dirty sock
NOTE: LOOK AT WHAT CAMPERS HAVE AND ARE WEARING AND CHOOSE
ACCORDINGLY.
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JED
Pick the first area.
At end of each section, same screen to pick next area….
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JED
START THIS SECTION 5 MINUTES BEFORE END TIME!
If going to work, need to model for staff and teach at orientation
Provide tools
Show examples of rings, binder inserts, books from others
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Believe Readers are Leaders
If want to learn more….
Loads of sources, including websites
2 books/authors: Jim Cain, Michelle Cummings
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FOR MRPA ONLY!
1 more sessions:
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FOR MRPA!
Be here rest of today and tomorrow morning.
Here is contact information
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